Size, density, shape uniformity, and ordering 1,2 of quantum dots ͑QDs͒ are crucial parameters when self-assembling is considered for applications in optoelectronic devices. In recent years, different smart strategies have been proposed to address the problem of dot engineering. 3 Increase of dot density at very low substrate temperatures and/or high deposition rates is a well established technique but in most cases it is not of practical interest for applications due to the degradation of crystalline quality. Perfect position control keeping high quality of dot ensembles can be achieved by means of artificially nanopatterned substrates. 4 This approach is, however, less suitable for potential high-surface and low cost applications. An alternative are spontaneous bottom up approaches such as the use of template layers to guide the selective nucleation of dots, which has demonstrated to be a good method to control the positioning of dots by inducing self-ordering processes during growth. A strain-driven instability 5, 6 in SiGe/ Si͑001͒ pseudomorphic layers leads to the formation of periodic surface undulations ͑ripples͒ acting as a natural template pattern 7, 8 that can be controlled by thickness, composition, and selection of vicinal Si͑001͒ surfaces. 9 Other routes include Ge deposition on relaxed SiGe/ Si buffer layers 10, 11 and deposition on buried dislocation networks. 12 Another relevant bottom up strategy towards efficient dot engineering involves surface modification through deposition of sub monolayer amounts of impurities 13 that can reduce the diffusion length ͑i.e., enhancing dot density͒ and alter the energetics of nucleation. This approach has recently gathered renewed interest, having as examples the cases of surfactant mediated growth in the presence of Sb ͑Ref. 9͒ or surface alloying with carbon. 14, 15 In this Letter we present a different route for manipulating Ge island self-assembling based on the combination of epitaxial growth on strained SiGe buffer layers and carbon predeposition. Inspired by our recent results on the influence of Si interdiffusion and the Ge-C repulsive interaction on the resulting Ge dot topography 15 we make use of the effect that a submonolayer deposition of C has on the Ge adatom diffusion. Our results point to a reduction by two orders of magnitude of dot density with increasing Ge content in the buffer layer. This experimental evidence is in frank contrast with currently accepted models for island nucleation in the absence of carbon. We therefore propose a growth scenario in which the Ge-C chemical interaction plays a determinant role.
The growth sequence of the uncapped Ge QDs prepared by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy on Si͑001͒ substrates is as follows. After desorbing the thin oxide of the Si wafer at 900°C and depositing a 50 nm thick Si buffer layer, the substrate temperature was set to 400°C to deposit a thin strained Si 1−x Ge x buffer layer with Ge composition x ranging from 0% to ϳ60%. For all the samples the SiGe buffer layer thickness ͑see Table I͒ remained below the limit of metastability, 16, 17 preventing three-dimensional nucleation of SiGe quantum dots, as confirmed by in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction monitoring. The temperature was then raised and maintained at 500°C during the deposition of 0.1 ML of carbon by a sublimation filament and the subsequent evaporation of ϳ6 Å of Ge at a fixed growth rate of ϳ0.04 Å / s, leading to self-assembling of quantum dots.
In Fig. 1 we present the topographic images obtained with an atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒ resulting from the three-step deposition process ͑SiGe buffer+ carbon+ Ge͒ with different compositions x of the buffer layer, maintaining the remaining growth parameters fixed. At low Ge content in the buffer layer, carbon induces the nucleation of a high density of small dome-shaped dots with monomodal size distribution ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ , similar to what was previously observed in the case of C predeposition directly on Si͑001͒. 13 By increasing the Ge composition of the buffer layer we observe a significant decrease of island density ͓see 1͑b͒-1͑d͔͒ with the consequent increase in average island size.
Samples have been characterized ex situ by Raman spectroscopy to obtain information on strain and composition of the nanostructures. Three representative spectra are shown in Fig. 2 . The composition of the SiGe alloy constituting the buffer layer can be determined from the position of the Si-Ge phonon mode apparent in the 400 cm −1 spectral range, considering that the built-in strain of the buffer layer is given by its pseudomorphic growth on the Si substrate. For the highest Ge content of the buffer layer ͑see bottom spectrum in Fig. 2͒ we can also resolve at least one of the local Si-Si modes of the SiGe alloy. Its position confirms the values of composition and strain from the Si-Ge mode. The peak at 301.3 cm −1 is ascribed to the Ge-Ge phonon mode of the Ge QDs and its spectral position is indicative of a very high Ge content of x Ͼ 0.90 and almost complete strain relaxation ͑⑀ ʈ Ϸ −0.005͒. 15 We point out that for the buffer layer with highest Ge concentration we expected its Ge-Ge mode to be observable in Raman spectra as well at ϳ305 cm −1 . In fact, its contribution to the Ge-Ge phonon peak of the dots can be spectrally deconvoluted by fitting this peak with two Lorentzians, as illustrated by the dotted curves in Fig. 2 .
The C-induced positioning of the preferential nucleation sites for the Ge dots is leading to the final topography observed for the different samples of Fig. 1 . Such changes in topography are clearly related to the interplay between predeposited carbon and the Ge composition of the buffer layer constituting the surface where Ge adatoms move during growth but before being incorporated into a QD. In Fig. 3 we plot the dot density and average interdot spacing versus the Ge composition of the buffer layer, represented by the solid symbols. The striking result of this work concerns the observed tendency of the dot density which exhibits a significant, monotonous decrease by two orders of magnitude with increasing Ge content in the buffer layer from 0% up to ϳ60% whereas the interdot separation represented by increases.
According to thermodynamic models, strained SiGe layers are susceptible to evolve into morphological instabilities ͑ripples͒ which can form a cell pattern with a characteristic roughness wavelength . 5, 6 Although such low aspect ratio mounds are still highly strained, the slight relaxation occurring at their apex is enough to act as a template for preferential nucleation of bigger, further relaxed islands during the subsequent Ge deposition. In this picture the resulting average dot spacing matches the roughness wavelength . This model 17 which describes well the experimental results of Refs. 5 and 6 predicts to scale as x Ge −1 ͑see dashed curve in Fig. 3͒ . This result is totally at odds with our observation of an almost linear increase of with Ge content when carbon has been predeposited onto the SiGe buffer layer.
If, in contrast, ripple formation was not responsible for preferential dot nucleation, one should assume that QDs nucleate at random sites and that the interdot spacing is de- termined by the adatom diffusion length in a kinetically limited growth regime. 10 In this case, the dot density depends primarily on the surface Ge adatom mobility which, in turn, is related to the average roughness ͑but not in the form of ripples!͒ of the SiGe layer. The latter is known to increase with increasing Ge concentration, 18 implying an increment of dot density in the ͑1-3͒ ϫ 10 9 cm −2 range as was previously reported. 19 Obviously, this model also fails to pinpoint the growth mechanism at work in our case since results in Fig. 3 show the opposite trend in a much wider range of achievable dot densities ͑10 9 -10 11 cm −2 ͒. In order to explain our experimental findings we need to take into account the effects of the submonolayer of carbon. Impurity atoms are known to cause enhanced surface roughness, 20 thus resulting in an increased dot density but this alone does not explain straightforwardly the observed dependence on Ge composition of the buffer layer. We propose a mechanism by which the chemical interactions among Si, Ge, and C drive the growth process. The Si-C attractive interaction favors C condensation, leading to the appearance of c͑4 ϫ 4͒ reconstruction patches 14 also associated with an enhanced surface roughness. If the carbon is deposited on a layer containing Ge, the Ge-C repulsion 21 induces phase separation and depending on Ge content the C-induced reconstruction patches become increasingly fragmented, being the C atoms progressively incorporated at random sites in the film. 22 The key point is that the formation of the reconstruction patches produces a significant quenching of the Ge adatom diffusion, which within the kinetic model implies the self-assembled growth of a high density of Ge dots. With increasing Ge content of the buffer layer the C-induced patches gradually disappear, the surface roughness diminishes, and the Ge adatom diffusivity becomes enhanced, resulting in lower dot densities. This scenario is consistent with our recent work addressing the influence of Si interdiffusion when the carbon-induced QDs are grown on pure Ge wetting layers deposited at different temperatures. 15 Again the dot density increases with increasing deposition temperature of the wetting layer, i.e., with higher Si content of the surface onto which the dots nucleate.
In conclusion, we have shown that the self-organized growth of Ge islands is fundamentally affected by the predeposition of a carbon submonolayer on a strained SiGe buffer layer. The relevant parameter which allows for a control of dot topography is the Ge content of the SiGe alloy. The result is a monomodal distribution of Ge rich quantum dots with an areal density which can be adjusted over a wide range ͑10 9 -10 11 cm −2 ͒ just by changing the Ge composition of the SiGe buffer/wetting layer. The results are explained using a kinetically limited model for the growth mechanism which accounts for the interplay of chemical interactions among C, Si, and Ge as the determinant factor influencing Ge adatom mobility. This provides us with a powerful growth protocol for better design of Ge quantum dot nanostructures for device applications.
